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Why did we 
bother?

 We are a large inner-city comprehensive school (NOR 1769 – this 

week).

 57% EAL with 71 different languages spoken. 

 Students enter Jack Hunt SIG- below national 
expectations, but achieve above at the end of Key Stage 4 
(2015 VA was 1025.9).

 PP of 33.2% (January 2016 Census).

 Recognise that our students are underperforming because 
of their lack of Academic English.

 We had a hunch, from talking to students and observing 
lessons, that academic language was not being prioritised 
in classrooms across the school.

Academic Language:
the language students need 
to do work in schools. For 
example, discipline specific 
vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation and knowing 
how to apply rhetorical 
conventions and devices in 
the right place and manner.



Can you 
solve these 
problems by 
yourself?

Is it easier if 
you work with 
someone?



How did you 
do?

35 Euros

15 Euros

3500 0.027

50000 0.027
How did it feel?

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj-n7L-mazMAhVJExoKHYgoAqMQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Romania&psig=AFQjCNH1wnmikBbBJSU6fRbOzKO6nyY4GA&ust=1461756645746181


What did          
we do first?

 We trained a group of Year 7s as Communication 
Leaders (students who can co-plan, observe and 
feedback to teachers about their lessons).

 We worked with Year 4s from three of our local primary 
schools to create younger Communication Leaders.

 We explored together what makes the best Maths 
lessons - and what would improve them – by observing 
Year 7 lessons.

 We spent time reading research about EAL strategies 
and how academic language worked in Maths.

 We also had some training from an                                                                                   
EAL Consultant who knew much more                                                                                  
about this and taught us about what                                                                   
academic language was and what                                                                                               
might help students and teachers.

Some Year 7 Communication Leaders



What do you 
think are the 
problems 
with 
academic 
language 
and Maths, 
particularly 
for EAL 
learners?

 For example, can you 
think of  words that 
mean one thing in 
Maths and something 
completely different in 
everyday English?



Maths can be 
particularly 
problematic 
for EAL 
learners.

 It uses words in a different way to everyday English.                 
For example: positive, negative, even, equal, divide. Even worse, prime number, rational 
number.

 Technical vocabulary often derives from Greek and Latin 
roots. For example: hypotenuse, equilateral, triangle.

 Different words can mean the same thing.                              
For example: sum, add, plus.

 General academic terms mean very specific things.                   
For example: combine, describe.

 Writing is densely packed with multiple concepts all 
presented in the same sentence and/or paragraph.

 There is a high density of important words within texts.

 Even your eyes have to read differently in Maths. For example: 
up and down as well as left to right, need to link writing to diagrams and images, etc.

 You need to read at a different pace and multiple times.

 Linguistic precision is essential before you even start 
worrying about the Maths.



Then what         
did we do?

 We spent ages making resources that we thought 
might help learners in Maths and improve their 
academic language.



What did we 
do to help 
our teachers?

 We trained them in Academic Language and spent time with 
them looking at how challenging Maths can be an EAL, or any 
other, learner.

 We took them outside their comfort zone by making them 
learn about grammar and syntax and things.

 We taught them some strategies for groupwork – assigning 
roles, cards with individual elements of a problems for 
students to link together and solve…

 We gave them time together to plan how they might adapt 
their lessons and use the resources we had created.

Feedback from Maths staff:

∙ “I didn’t think that I would, but I liked being trained by students. They knew what they 
were talking about and it was good to ask them questions.”
∙ “It was really challenging to suddenly have to think about language in that much 
detail.  I wasn’t expecting that.”
∙ “The training has made me stop and think about the language I use in lessons and how 
I can improve what I say to help students understand and act as a model.  I think this 
will benefit not only the EAL students, but also my other students who speak English as 
their first language but never use academic English when they talk.”



* So far…

What are the 
results*?

Lesson Observations / 
Work Scrutiny

Student Questionnaires 18 Visiting Maths ITT

∙ More groupwork.
∙ An increase in the amount 
of student talk & decrease in 
teacher talk.
∙ An increase in the number 
of students using the 
resources to work things 
out, rather than putting 
their hands up to ask the 
teacher for help.
∙ Less students asking for 
clarification – explanations 
had improved.
∙ Piggy bank is working well.
∙ More collaboration 
between students & they 
seemed to enjoy it.
∙ Students seem better at 
problem solving!

∙ Students noticed that they 
were working together more 
in pairs/groups.
∙ Students noticed that 
teachers were talking less.
∙ Students felt good about 
having resources – “I can 
check things before I ask for 
help.”
∙ Students felt teachers were 
explaining things in more 
detail and checking that 
everyone understood.
∙ Students liked the piggy 
banks – “I know where to 
look if I don’t know a word.”
∙ “I like being left to work with 
someone and figure things 
out for myself. It’s more fun 
that way.”

∙ “Teachers repeated 
instructions and keywords in 
different ways so that 
everyone understood.”
∙ “Lots of teacher modelling of 
academic language.”
∙ “There was a larger emphasis 
on language than I ever seen 
in a Maths lesson.”
∙ “Much more group/pairwork
than I expected.”
∙ “Teachers spoke a lot less 
than I am used to seeing.”
∙ “More student collaboration 
than I have seen before – the 
tables were arranged to 
support this as well.”
∙ “Students were not asking for 
help before using the resources 
to check things first. Made it 
easier for the staff!”



What will we 
do next?

 We now have some Maths Ambassador Teachers who can 
help us train the rest of the team.

 We are going to visit some numeracy lessons in our 
partner primary schools and see how these resources 
could be improved and what we can learn from primary 
teachers.

 Then we want to work with the next subject area –
Science probably – before taking over the whole school!

 Aim for linguistic mastery as well as                                                 
subject mastery – talk/write like a                                                  
mathematician, scientist, etc.

 And we will keep monitoring the                                                   
impact…



Thank you 
for listening 
to us!

ksimpson-holley@jackhunt.net


